
Your GippyNaNo Calendar 
Letting you know what to write every day in November. 

 
Date Start Finish What to do Explanation & Examples 

1 0 1667 

Introduce your Main 
Character 

Introduce your main character by showing how (s)he reacts to a situation or 
character. Hint at the forthcoming conflict. Give your character a unique 
characteristic. This can be how they react to something or someone or 
perhaps just a habit. 

2 1668 3334 

3 3335 5001 
Introduce a Secondary 
Character/Item 

Introduce another major character or item by having your main character 
(MC) interact with it.  This can be done via action, conversation and/or 
thoughts.   

4 5002 6668 Introduce conflict Introduce a problem/conflict/excitement. Have the MC get involved in it. 

5 6669 8335 Introspect/Analyze 

Have the MC reflect upon the problem/excitement by introducing something 
from their experience.  You can use a newly-introduced the character/item as 
a means of conversing or otherwise processing their experience.  

Example:   

When I got to the bakery shop and saw Kate was already there, I grabbed my 
doughnut and coffee and considered how to tell her what had just 
happened... 

OR: 

 I fed all the data from the explosion into the Vervax Computer System and 
pressed the "Process" button. I had no expectation that it would be able to 
give me any useful information, but as the screen refreshed, I leaned in to 
study the results..." 

6 8336 10002 More Intros Introduce the setting and perhaps another key character. 

7 10003 11669 Narrate a normal event 
This is the lull before the main action in the story.  Here is where you can 
describe a normal everyday event with your characters acting as they normally 
would. 

8 11670 13336 Hint at the conflict 

Then something happens…  This is where the first real hint of what is going to 
happen happens.  Feel free to have all of your characters react to it. 

Example: 

Jane reached down for the chips on the banquet table, but her attention was 
with Mary Kay who was relating the latest in cosmetics.  She didn’t notice 
when a grey hairy arm reached up from under the table and grabbed the bowl 
of pickles.  She didn’t notice, but Anna did… 

9 13337 15003 The MC confides in others 
Let your main character ask for help or confide in one or more characters. 
They may be looking for help or simply needing to vent.  

10 15004 16670 Minor conflict arises 
This should be a smaller version of what is to come. By making it a bit less than 
the big conflict, you can lull your main character into thinking that they 
overestimated the problem. 

11 16671 18337 
MC and/or secondary 
character resolves the 
conflict. 

Solve the problem.  Are your characters content to believe it solved? Or do 
any of them think there’s still a problem? 

12 18338 20004 Return to a normal event Life seems to return to normal, but… 



 

13 20005 21671 Major conflict arises 
Here’s where the big issue of your story should come in. Reveal it slowly over 
the next few days. 

14 21672 23338 Introduce a surprise twist. 
Your characters should be hard at work to resolve the issue when some 
surprise twist occurs. 

15 23339 25005 Resolve the twist 
Your MC should decide whether or not to live with the twist and how they will 
do so. 

16 25006 26672 Add some conflict. Now, something else happens.  How does your MC handle it? 

17 26673 28339 
MC learns something 
important 

It may be a clue or it may be something that your MC can use later on. 

18 28340 30006 
MC has more conflict to 
deal with. 

This is pretty self-explanatory. You don't want your MC to smoothly go forth 
to the end of the story without at least experiencing some more bumps along 
the way. 

19 30007 31673 
MC struggles to resolve 
the conflict 

Write about how the MC gets out of this new conflict. 

20 31674 33340 Back to the main conflict 
After getting through those other issues, it’s nice to have this to come back to!  
Write about how your MC continues to try to resolve this conflict. 

21 33341 35007 Another Surprise Twist 
Time for another unexpected twist to the plot!  There is still time to introduce 
the unexpected into the story.  

22 35008 36674 Inner struggle 
At some point, it’s always good to have the main character question how/why 
they got involved in this at all. 

23 36675 38341 
Secondary character(s) 
struggle 

Even the secondary characters get to struggle a bit, which causes more 
conflict and strife for the MC. 

24 38342 40008 More normality 
The characters should all attempt to get their lives back to normal, even with 
their inner struggles and major conflicts going on. 

25 40009 41675 Back to the conflict 
Something should happen that lets the MC know that the main conflict cannot 
be ignored. They must plunge back into work resolving it, whether or not it’s 
with the help of the other characters. 

26 41676 43342 Major crisis 
This is where the MC figures things out but discovers that they are in a 
situation that looks like it will be impossible to get out of. 

27 43343 45009 Solution found! The MC manages to get out of the situation. 

28 45010 46676 Plot twist 
With the solution to the major crisis, other things become apparent and/or 
other characters reveal the truth. 

29 46677 48343 Tie up the loose ends 

Make sure all the loose ends are taken care of. If they have been, feel free to 
add a final twist or another small conflict.  If you are still short on words, write 
another everyday scene that shows how the characters have changed after all 
that has happened. 

30 48344 50010 Epilogue 
Have your main character comment on what happened, how it affected them 
or…end it with a cliffhanger! 

 


